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 1997: Ishii: long term vision for Tangible User Interfaces
Tangible Bits [Ishii UIST’97]





• give physical form to digital information 
• users interact through a physical representation 

with digital information

tangible UI::



is this a tangible UI?

<30s brainstorming>



is this a tangible UI?
no, does not represent digital information
(it is a generic input device) 



is the abacus a tangible UI?

<30s brainstorming>



is the abacus a tangible UI?
no, it’s analog, there’s no coupling to digital information 



i/o brush [Ryokai,CHI’04]
<30s brainstorming>

is this a tangible UI?



is this a tangible UI?
yes, users interact with a physical representation
that represents digital information (digital brush & painting color)





is this a tangible UI?
<30s brainstorming>



is this a tangible UI?
hard to say, Ishii at CHI: ‘no, it’s a mouse pointer for feet’





[ZeroN, 2012]

is this a tangible UI?

<30s brainstorming>



[ZeroN, 2012]

is this a tangible UI?

<30s brainstorming>



[ZeroN, 2012]

is this a tangible UI?
yes, sphere represents a planet or the sun





1997: Hiroshi Ishii, Tangible UI classification

metaDESK [Ullmer UIST’97]



metaDESK [Ullmer UIST’97] metaDESK [Ullmer UIST’97]
 1997: metaDesk





why tangible?



world with objects, tools, toys, and people.



but we stare at a single glowing screen 
attached to an array of buttons and a mouse.



(x,y)

how your computer sees you:

-> very limited bandwidth for interaction



[Fitzmaurice CHI‘95] 



a vision of how human and machine should come together
Tangible UI:

not like this (x,y) but with full bandwidth



human&development

 Interaction Design Sketchbook [Verplank ‘09]

actions  
representing a result 

images 
representing a concept

symbolic  
describing the concept 



UI#development

human&development

 Interaction Design Sketchbook [Verplank ‘09]



 symbolic came first: command line interfaces



iconic: today graphical user interfaces with desktop metaphor



 but control is always separate  
 from its (iconic) representation



UI#development

human&development

 Interaction Design Sketchbook [Verplank ‘09]



 connecting bits with atoms



properties of
good tangible UI



let’s look at two examples 
that have a lot in common…



 1992: Durrell Bishop marble answering machine



 1992: Durrell Bishop marble answering machine



 1992: Durrell Bishop marble answering machine



bottles [Ishii,CHI’01] 

 2001: Hiroshi Ishii Music Bottles



are these good tangible UI? 

if yes, why? 
if no, why not?

<30s brainstorming>



• bottles typically don’t contain music… 
• voices are typically not contained in marbles… 

• users need to learn the metaphor
• if the thing you are trying to represent is non-tangible 

(e.g., music), mapping to a physical object doesn’t work

mapping should be avoided:



i/o brush[Ryokai,CHI’04] 

• much better, here the mapping disappears.
• tangibles and what they represent are almost the same 
• large benefit from feeling the ‘real’ constraints



 1999: John Underkoffler: urban planning and design desk



 1999: John Underkoffler: urban planning and design desk



URP [Underkoffler CHI’99] 



 2002: Ben Piper and Hiroshi Ishii: Illuminating Clay





• the user can provide input 
• the system can respond 
• also allows to correct for inconsistencies

closing the loop::



 2002: Pangaro: Actuated Workbench





mechanical constraints [Patten CHI’07] 

 2007: Patten: physical constraints influence computation 



mechanical constraints [Patten CHI’07] 

 2007: Patten: physical constraints influence computation 



 512 magnets for actuation
mechanical constraints [Patten CHI’07] 



mechanical constraints [Patten CHI’07] 



tangibles become more meaningful,  
the more information they encode in a mapping-free way

location, neighborhood, and state::



 2002: Jacob: Sensetable: location meaningful





 1995: Suzuki: AlgoBlocks, neighborhood of blocks meaningful





 2007: Merrill: Siftables: neighborhood of blocks meaningful



 2007: Merrill: Siftables: neighborhood of blocks meaningful





where will it lead…



 2012: Hiroshi Ishii’s vision: Radical Atoms



“The ultimate display would, of course, be a room within 
which the computer can control the existence of matter. 

    — I. Sutherland, The Ultimate Display, Proc. IFIP 65, 506–508, 1965

 merges with Ivan Sutherland’s vision of ‘The Ultimate Display’



 2004: Claytronics vision (not implemented)





 2013: Leithinger, Ishii: inForm shape display



 2013: Leithinger, Ishii: inForm shape display



 2013: Leithinger, Ishii: inForm shape display





end.


